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ABSTRACT
Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) have been recently proposed as a promising solution to complex on-chip communication problems. The lack of an unified representation of applications and architectures makes NoC problem formulation and classification both difficult and obscure. To remedy this situation, we provide a general description for NoC architectures and applications, and then enumerate several outstanding research problems (denoted by P1-P8) organized under three topics: communication infrastructure synthesis, communication paradigm selection, and application mapping optimization. Far from being exhaustive, the discussed problems are deemed essential for future NoC research.
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General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Design
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1. INTRODUCTION
Emerging Network-on-Chip (NoC) designs consist of a number of interconnected heterogeneous devices (e.g. general or special purpose processors, embedded memories, application specific components, mixed-signal I/O cores) where communication is achieved by sending packets over a scalable interconnection network.

The design of NoCs trades-off several important choices, such as topology selection, routing strategy selection, and application mapping to network nodes. Developing a design methodology for NoC-based communication poses novel and exciting challenges to the EDA community. While a handful of design problems have been recently addressed by several researchers [1-5], a formal presentation of the major research themes is still missing. Having such a unifying formalism available can not only catalyze the research towards improving the already existing solutions, but also inspire new solutions to many outstanding research problems in NoC design.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Emerging Network-on-Chip (NoC) designs consist of a number of interconnected heterogeneous devices (e.g. general or special purpose processors, embedded memories, application specific components, mixed-signal I/O cores) where communication is achieved by sending packets over a scalable interconnection network.

The design of NoCs trades-off several important choices, such as topology selection, routing strategy selection, and application mapping to network nodes. Developing a design methodology for NoC-based communication poses novel and exciting challenges to the EDA community. While a handful of design problems have been recently addressed by several researchers [1-5], a formal presentation of the major research themes is still missing. Having such a unifying formalism available can not only catalyze the research towards improving the already existing solutions, but also inspire new solutions to many outstanding research problems in NoC design.

Rather than simply surveying prior work, the objective of this paper is to debunk some fundamental issues in NoC design and, more importantly, provide a roadmap for future research. Due to space limitations, this paper focuses primarily on the design methodologies aimed at the architectural-level of abstraction, only touching upon tightly coupled physical-level issues in NoC design. This way, this paper creates the basis for follow-up work that could target precisely these other levels of abstraction to complete the picture of NoC design.

To this end, we formally define a 3D design space that involves issues related to communication infrastructure synthesis, communication paradigm selection and application mapping optimization, then deal explicitly with each and every issue belonging to this problem space. In each case, we discuss motivation, problem formulation, proposed solutions and open research problems.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we introduce a novel formalism for application and architecture description. Then, in sections 3, 4 and 5, we discuss several outstanding research issues and suggest some open problems that deserve further consideration. Finally, we analyze the interaction among these research ideas and summarize our main contribution.

2. APPLICATION AND ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
In this section, we propose an unified representation for NoC applications and architectures. At different stages in the design process (e.g. whether or not the application has been mapped, scheduled, etc.), the target application can be specified in one of the following two representations:

Definition 1 A Communication Task Graph (CTG) $G' = G'(T, D)$ is a directed acyclic graph, where each vertex represents a computational module in the application referred to as task $t_j \in T$. Each task $t_j$ is annotated with relevant information, such as execution time on each type of Processing Element (PE) in the network, task $i$ energy consumption ($e(t_j)$) when executed on the $j$-th PE, individual task deadlines ($d(t_j)$), periodicity of the task graphs, etc. Each directed arc $d_{i,j} \in D$ represents communication between tasks $t_i$ and $t_j$. Each arc $d_{i,j}$ is tagged with application-specific information (e.g. communication volume, communication rate, etc.) and specific design constraints (e.g. communication bandwidth, latency requirements, etc.). Also, the size/shape of cores $c_j \in C$ is assumed to be known.
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Compared to the CTG (Definition 1) which models applications at task- and communication transaction level, the APCG models the application at a coarser level, namely at IP/core level. Intuitively, the APCG can be derived from the CTG by binding and scheduling the tasks in the CTG onto different IPs.

Based on these background definitions, we can now introduce a novel description for NoC architectures which is one of the contributions of this paper.

**Definition 3** Different NoC architectures can be uniquely described by the triple \( \mathbb{N}(A(R, Ch), \mathbb{R}, \Omega(C)) \), where the components have the following meanings:

- The directed graph \( A(R, Ch) \) describes the communication infrastructure; the routers \( R \) and the channels \( Ch \) in the network have attributes such as,
  \[
  \forall (ch) \in Ch, W(ch) \text{ gives the width of the network channels} \\
  \forall r \in R, l(d, r) \text{ gives the input buffer size (depth) for the communication port } d \text{ at router } r \in R.
  \]
- \( \mathbb{R}(RD(r, s, d, \rho(n)), Sw) \) describes the communication paradigm adopted in the network. \( RD(r, s, d, \rho(n)) \), \( s, d, r \in R, n \subseteq R \) defines the routing policy at router \( r \) for all packets with source \( s \) and destination \( d \). In this function, \( \rho(n) \) denotes the utilization of the neighboring routers, which can be used by an adaptive algorithm. Finally, \( Sw \) specifies the packet switching technique implemented in the network.
- \( \Omega : C \rightarrow R \) maps each core \( c_i \in C \) to a router. For direct topologies, each router is connected to a core, while in indirect topologies some routers are connected only to other routers.

We can regard the architectural choices in the design of NoCs as representing a 3D design space, where each component of the triple \( \mathbb{N}(A(R, Ch), \mathbb{R}, \Omega(C)) \) defines a separate dimension. In the design automation community, design space exploration along each dimension has been performed to some extent without explicitly considering such a formalism. We present next a few approaches proposed to date and a number of open problems which are crucial for advancing the NoC research.

**3. FIRST DIMENSION IN NOC DESIGN: COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE SYNTHESIS**

The infrastructure synthesis aims at determining the communication architecture \( A(R, Ch) \), given a particular application characterized by \( \mathbb{G} = G(C, A) \) or \( \mathbb{G}' = G'(T, D) \) (definitions 1 and 2). This design problem can be divided into four separate subproblems (P1-P4) which are addressed next.

**3.1 P1: The Topology Synthesis Problem**

**3.1.1 Motivation**

The ability of the network to efficiently disseminate information depends largely on the underlying topology. Besides having a paramount effect on the network latency, throughput, area, fault-tolerance and power consumption, the topology plays an important role in designing the routing strategy and mapping the cores to the network nodes [6-15].

**3.1.2 Problem Formulation**

Given an application graph \( G \) (or \( G' \)), find the topology captured by \( A(R, Ch) \) which optimizes \( O(A, G) \), subject to the constraints specified by \( \text{Const}(A, G) \).

In this formulation, \( O(A, G) \) can be a metric for performance, area or reliability of the network, while the constraints \( \text{Const}(A, G) \) may be given by the amount of needed resources (e.g. area, wiring, etc.), bandwidth, and latency requirements imposed by the application. If the floorplan, channel lengths and widths are all known, more complex objective functions and/or constraints (e.g. power consumption, network latency, etc.) can also be utilized.

**3.1.3 Proposed Approaches**

The simplicity of grid-like structures, as opposed to the complexity of custom topologies, inspired many design approaches where a mesh network is chosen a priori. Once the topology is fixed, the design problem reduces to application mapping to the given topology, while exploring different routing options [6-9] (also sections 4, 5). Such an approach may not satisfy the design objectives, or produce infeasible solutions, for some applications. Consequently, towards a better design space exploration, a richer set of standard network topologies is considered and the best one is selected [11,12].

The highest degree of flexibility is provided by customized topology synthesis which is desirable for several reasons. First, for application-specific NoCs, the detailed understanding of the communication workload can be exploited for optimization purposes [13-15]. Moreover, if the size/shape of the cores varies a lot, regular topologies waste area. Finally, the communication requirements of the components can vary widely. Designing the network to meet the requirements of highly communicating cores typically results in severe under utilization of other components, while designing it for average case may result in severe performance bottlenecks [10].

**3.1.4 Open Problems**

Generally speaking, determining the optimal topology to implement any given application does not have a known theoretical solution. Although the synthesis of customized architectures is desirable for improved performance, power consumption and reduced area, altering the regular grid-like structure brings into the picture significant implementation issues, such as floorplanning, uneven wire lengths (hence, poorly controlled electrical parameters), etc. Consequently, ways to determine efficient topologies that trade-off high-level performance issues against detailed implementation constraints at micro- or nano-scale level need to be developed.

**3.2 P2: The Channel Width Problem**

**3.2.1 Motivation**

The width \( (W(ch) = W) \) of the network channels comes into the picture in a number of places. First, the bandwidth of a network channel is given by

\[
BW = f_{ch} \times W
\]

where \( f_{ch} \) is the channel operating frequency. Moreover, in the absence of contention, increasing \( W \) reduces the message latency \( L_0 \). For instance, for a message consisting of \( SP \) bits (assuming wormhole routing and a flit size of \( W \), see Section 4.2), when the source and destination nodes are \( H \) hops away, \( L_0 \) is given by

\[
L_0 = H(t_r + t_s + t_L) + \max(t_r + t_L) \left[ \frac{SP}{W} \right]
\]

where \( t_r, t_s \) and \( t_L \) are the times needed to make the routing decision, traverse the router and link, respectively [16]. While these relations suggest increasing \( W \), we note that this can have side effects such as increasing the area (Section 3.3.1).
3.2.2 Problem Formulation

Given an application graph $G$ (or $G'$), and a communication architecture $A(R, Ch)$, determine the individual channel widths such that

- $\min(\text{network latency})$ and/or $\max(\text{network throughput})$
- subject to constraints $\text{Const}(A, G) = \{\text{area, total wire length, maximum wire length, power consumption}, \text{etc.}\}$.

3.2.3 Proposed Approaches

Besides the aforementioned area effects, the choice of $W$ has implications on wire sizing and spacing which determine the channel operating frequency. Hence, $BW$ cannot be simply optimized by considering $f_d$ and $W$ separately. Pileggi et al. [25] discuss maximizing the channel throughput by controlling the number, size, and spacing of wires. Yet another problem is the issue of parallel vs. serial links in NoCs [38] under power/area constraints.

3.2.4 Open Problems

The selection of the channel width in NoC design has not been addressed to date. Dally et al. in [3] project a data width of 256 bits, while current NoC prototypes [26] use only 32-bit channel widths. Besides determining the optimal channel width for a given application, tools for analyzing various trade-offs involving the channel width, subject to wiring and area constraints, are needed for a fair comparison between different communication architectures.

3.3 P3: The Buffer Sizing Problem

3.3.1 Motivation

The input channel buffers at each router in the NoC have a serious impact on the overall area. For instance, by increasing the buffer size at each input channel from 2 to 3 words, the router area of a 4x4 NoC increases by 30% or more. Thus, the overall use of buffering resources has to be minimized to reduce the implementation overhead in NoCs.

At the same time, depending on the network workload, increasing the buffer size can reduce the network latency by orders of magnitude. However, due to the heterogeneity of traffic patterns in most application-specific NoCs, it makes sense to allocate more buffering resources only to the heavy loaded channels. Indeed, the values for average packet latency that can be obtained for the same total amount of buffering space are very different [24].

3.3.2 Problem Formulation

Given:

- Application communication characteristics defined by $G$ (or $G'$), such as packet injection rate at each IP, probability distribution of packet destinations, etc.
- Architecture specific parameters, such as routing function, router arbitration delay, link delay, etc. and the total available buffering space $B$.

Determine:

- Buffer size $l(d, r)$ for each input channel at each router in the network which minimizes the average packet latency.

3.3.3 Proposed Approaches

The properties of on-chip buffers are studied in [22]. The authors report gate-level area estimates and analyze the performance of the network and buffers utilization across the network. Chandra et al. in [23] investigate the impact of FIFO sizing on the interconnect throughput for single source, single sink interconnect scenarios.

An efficient algorithm for the buffer size allocation problem is proposed [24]. The approach assumes deterministic or oblivious routing, store-and-forward or cut-through switching schemes, and a Poisson distribution for all packets injected in the network. Under these assumptions, the authors derive the blocking rate of each individual channel and then add more buffering resources only to the highly utilized channels.

3.3.4 Open Problems

Although queuing theory can help achieving significant performance improvements through smart buffer allocation, many problems remain to be solved. The critical issue is the development of appropriate performance models that support

- NoCs with wormhole routing. Since the header flit and the payload flits are tightly coupled, deriving analytical performance models for NoCs under wormhole routing is a considerably more difficult problem.
- Realistic traffic patterns. Since real applications exhibit traffic patterns (e.g. [29]) which are very different compared to the Poisson model, the derivation of analytical models for performance evaluation becomes much more difficult.
- NoCs with adaptive routing. Adaptive routing is more difficult to analyze due to the increased traffic uncertainties.

3.4 P4: The Floorplanning Problem

3.4.1 Motivation

Due to their predictability, the communication architectures based on mesh or torus topologies alleviate the need to deal explicitly with issues at physical-level. However, if the size of the tiles in the network varies a lot, or arbitrary topologies are used, dealing with a floorplanning step becomes inevitable.

3.4.2 Problem Formulation

Given $A(R, Ch)$, a mapping $\Omega(C)$ and the sizes of the cores, find a floorplan such that

- $\min(O(A, C, \Omega(C)) \subset \{\text{area, total wire length, etc.}\})$
- subject to constraints $\text{Const}(A, G) = \{\text{area, total wire length, maximum wire length, etc.}\}$.

3.4.3 Proposed Approaches & Open Problems

Floorplanning for NoCs needs to consider placement of routers and repeaters for latency insensitive operation [10,36]. Furthermore, the routability of the global network channel for maximum performance and well-controlled coupling effects needs to be taken into account. Floorplanning for regular topologies is addressed in [37]. Likewise, integrating the floorplanning with an application mapping algorithm is discussed in [11]. However, the floorplanning problem for arbitrary network topologies remains an open problem.

4. SECOND DIMENSION IN NOC DESIGN: COMMUNICATION PARADIGM SELECTION

The communication infrastructure alone does not capture the dynamic behavior of the network; this is determined by the communication traffic. The traffic flow is primarily governed by the communication paradigm, as detailed in this section, and the implementation of the target application, as discussed in Section 5 (Figure 1).
4.1 P5: The Routing Problem

4.1.1 Motivation
An important problem in NoC design is deciding the type of routing; indeed, this greatly affects the network performance and power consumption [16-19]. Moreover, more complicated routing strategies result in larger design. Hence, this introduces interesting trade-offs between area and performance.

4.1.2 Problem Formulation
Given an application graph \( G \) (or \( G' \)), a communication architecture \( A(R,Ch) \), the source and destination routers, find a decision function at router \( r \), \( RD(r,s,d,\rho(n)) \), for selecting an output port to route the current packet(s), while achieving a certain objective function \( O(R) \).

\( \rho(n) \) above represents the utilization of the channels connected to the routers in the set \( n \subseteq R \), or the input buffers in those routers. Note that oblivious routing functions do not need this information, while adaptive algorithms usually check the congestion in the immediate neighbors. The routing decision can be solely based on local information, as well as on the global connectivity of the network specified by \( A(R,Ch) \).

The objective function \( O(R) \) can be selecting the minimal routing paths, avoiding congestion (while producing minimal paths or dropping minimal path requirement), avoiding deadlock, maintaining uniform power consumption across routers, improving fault-tolerance, etc.

4.1.3 Proposed Approaches & Open Problems
Implementation complexity and performance requirements are two major concerns in selecting the routing strategy. Compared to adaptive routing, deterministic routing requires less resources while guaranteeing an orderly packet arrival. On the other hand, adaptive routing provides better throughput and lower latency by allowing alternate paths based on the network congestion [18]. However, out-of-order message arrival remains an important problem associated with adaptive algorithms. Freedom from deadlock and livelock [16] are also crucial for NoCs, since deadlock (livelock) detection and recovery mechanisms are expensive and they may lead to unpredictable delays. Deterministic and partially adaptive algorithms based on the turn model [17], guarantee free deadlock and livelock operation, while fully adaptive strategies require extra precaution.

Deterministic routing is also more appropriate if the traffic generated by the application under consideration is predictable. Being so application dependent, the routing algorithm can indeed be customized (e.g. routing table allocation [6], traffic splitting [7], etc.) to match the application traffic pattern.

Stochastic routing for fault-tolerance in NoCs has been discussed in [20,21]. These studies are mostly experimental so theoretical results, performance models and prototypes are needed to justify the promise and energy overhead caused by redundant packet dissemination.

A power-aware, adaptive routing strategy that regulates the routing decisions to satisfy peak power constraints is proposed in [19]. Besides sharing the disadvantages of adaptive strategies, this approach does not address timing constraints, which are likely to coexist with power constraints. Hence, a power- and performance-aware technique is needed.

4.2 P6: The Switching Problem

4.2.1 Motivation
A problem related to routing is the switched technique used in the network. The switching technique determines when the switches inside the routers are set/reset, and how the packets are transferred along the switches [16]. Consequently, satisfying the constraints imposed by the application under different switching techniques results in trade-offs between implementation complexity (typically area) and performance.

4.2.2 Problem Formulation
Given an application graph \( G \) (or \( G' \)), and a communication architecture \( A(R,Ch) \), determine the switching technique \( Sw \in \{\text{store-and-forward, cut-through, wormhole, etc.}\} \)

- subject to Cost\(t(A,G) \subset \{\text{end-to-end latency requirements, bandwidth requirements, area constraints, buffering and wiring resources, etc.}\}

4.2.3 Proposed Approaches & Open Problems
Among the commonly used switching techniques, wormhole switching seems to be the most promising one for typical NoC applications due to limited buffering resources and stringent latency requirements [3,6,7,31,32].

In data networks, wormhole routing is preferred to circuit switching due to the poor performance of the latter under dynamic traffic. However, for application-specific NoCs, this does not represent a major handicap. Moreover, guaranteed service operation, as required by some applications, is relatively easier to satisfy by using circuit switching [33,34] as opposed to wormhole routing [31,32]. Therefore, circuit switching is a promising alternative, despite its implementation complexity and static nature. It remains to be seen whether or not a particular switching technique, or a hybrid combination [35], is more advantageous.

5. THIRD DIMENSION IN NOC DESIGN: APPLICATION MAPPING OPTIMIZATION

The mapping problem aims at determining how to map an application onto the NoC platform, while certain metrics of interest (energy, performance, etc.) are optimized. Depending on the flexibility of the given NoC platform, the mapping problem may have different flavors as we discuss below.

5.1 P7: The Scheduling Problem

5.1.1 Motivation
We use the term hard NoC to represent NoC platforms where both computation and communication have been pre-designed. Since such platforms offer no real flexibility for architectural
customization, the mapping issue reduces to solving the communication and task scheduling problems. Although the scheduling problem is a traditional topic in computer science, most previous work neglects the interprocessor communication. Alternatively, it assumes a fixed delay proportional to the communication volume, without taking into consideration subtle effects (e.g., communication congestion) which change dynamically throughout tasks execution. Thus, the scheduling problem remains an important problem for NoC design.

5.1.2 Problem Formulation
A simple but important category of problems is off-line static scheduling. To this end, we first give the definition of Architecture Characterization Graph by extending Definition 3 to include the behavior of the computational nodes. Then, we formulate the problem of energy-aware scheduling for heterogeneous NoCs under deterministic routing.

Definition 4 A NoC Architecture Characterization Graph (ACG) can be uniquely described by the 4-tuple $(\mathcal{C}, A(R, C), \mathcal{R}, \Omega(C))$. Here $\mathcal{C}$ represents the set of cores/PEs in the NoC, while $A(R, C)$, $\mathcal{R}$ and $\Omega(C)$ remain the same as in Definition 2.

Let $e(r_{C_i}, C_j)$ denote the energy required to send one bit from PE $C_i$ to $C_j$. Using these definitions, the energy-aware scheduling problem for heterogeneous NoCs is formulated as:

**Given** a CTG ($G$) and an ACG, find a mapping $M(\cdot)$ from the set of tasks ($T$) to the set of PEs ($C$), together with a starting time for each task and communication transaction, which minimizes

$$\min \left\{ \text{Energy} = \sum_{\forall t_i} e_{M(t_i)}^t + \sum_{\forall d_{i,j}} v(d_{i,j}) \times e(r_{M(t_i), M(t_j)}) \right\}$$

such that

- All the control and data dependencies are satisfied.
- All tasks $t_i$ for which individual deadlines $d(t_i)$ are specified finish execution before or at their respective deadlines.

5.1.3 Proposed Approaches
Architectural support for compile-time scheduling for on-chip communication is presented in [26]. This approach optimizes data transfers that can be determined at compile-time using scheduling, and provides a software-based dynamic routing. An algorithm for the energy minimization problem is proposed in [27]. The algorithm first allocates more slack to those tasks which have a larger impact on energy consumption and performance. A level-based scheduling mechanism is then used to schedule the tasks and communication transactions in parallel. Finally, a search and repair procedure iteratively improves the solution by fixing possible deadline misses in the schedule generated by the first two steps.

5.1.4 Open Problems
The algorithm in [27] targets real-time or DSP applications where the worst-case task execution time and inter-task communication volume are pre-characterized. Thus, such applications can be modeled as CTGs which expose the inherent inter-node parallelism existing in the application. However, such a fully static scheduling, can not be directly applied to applications containing conditional branches [28]. When applications behavior can not be predicted at compile time, on-line scheduling approaches are usually needed. Significant work is needed to develop efficient performance- and energy-aware on-line scheduling algorithm for NoCs.

5.2 P8: The IP Mapping Problem

5.2.1 Motivation
Another important category of NoC platforms, called firm NoCs in this paper, are those where the communication architecture has been pre-designed, but the designer can still decide how to embed different IPs onto different tiles that act as placeholders in the architecture. More precisely, given an application described by a set of concurrent tasks, already bounded and scheduled onto a list of selected IPs, the problem is to determine how to topologically map the selected IPs onto the network, such that certain metrics of interest are optimized.

To optimally use a firm NoC platform, the task and communication scheduling/binding and the IP mapping should be ideally performed in parallel. However, such a task would be too complex in practice. Therefore, the task and communication scheduling/binding can be fixed before the IP mapping stage and then, the results after mapping can be used as feedback to further tune the scheduling and binding.

5.2.2 Problem Formulation
Given an APCG, $G = (C, A)$, and a network architecture $(R, C)$, determine a mapping $T$: $C \rightarrow R$ such that:

- $\min(O(A,G) \subseteq \{\text{energy, performance, thermal behavior, fault-tolerance etc.}\})$
- $\text{subject to Const}(A, G) \subseteq \{\text{area, bandwidth and/or latency requirements, etc.}\}$
- each IP/core $c_i \in C$ is mapped to a router $r \in R$

5.2.3 Proposed Approaches
IP mapping for regular NoCs is addressed by Hu et al. [6] where a branch and bound algorithm is proposed to map a given set of IPs onto a NoC architecture, while minimizing the total communication energy. Similarly, Murali et al. [7] propose an efficient mapping algorithm for NoC architectures which supports traffic splitting. These techniques use the average packet hop value as a cost function by relating it to the communication energy consumption [6] or communication cost [7]. Multi-objective mapping to mesh-based NoC architectures is discussed in [9]. If the IPs have different sizes, the communication latency and power consumption (per data unit) between any two neighboring routers may differ significantly. To calculate the energy or latency, it is therefore necessary to embed the floorplanning right inside the mapping loop in order to get better results at the expense of increased complexity [11].

With the increasing power density and cooling costs, it is important to reduce, or even eliminate, the potential hotspots and obtain a thermally-balanced design. In [8], a genetic algorithm is proposed to design a thermal balanced design while minimizing the communication cost via placement.

5.2.4 Open Problems
Simulation is, in general, too costly to use in an optimization loop, so a key component to have in solving the IP mapping problem is a good analytical model for performance evaluation. Depending on the optimization objective, different analytical models may be needed. For instance, for communication energy minimization, an accurate energy model is essential. An energy model based on average packet hop is presented in [6], but other models are required if the underlying architecture (e.g. for irregular architectures) or the optimization objective changes (e.g. IP mapping to maximize performance). Nevertheless, there are no good analytical models readily available to use for performance-aware mapping since, compared to energy models, deriving a good performance model is much more difficult. The
use of average packet hop is possible only if the network is not congested. Unfortunately, for on-chip applications, the communication architecture is mostly used in regimes closer to congestion. As such, the queuing delay of a packet (or flit) becomes dominant so the estimation method based on average packet hop is not appropriate. The development of such advanced models remains an open challenge.

6. INTERACTION AMONG THE RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Having discussed all individual issues, it makes sense now to analyze the interaction among these research problems. Such an interaction is summarized in Figure 2 using again the same 3D view on the design space. More precisely:

- Along the communication infrastructure dimension, there are three possible approaches. The first possibility is using hard NoC platforms, which have fixed architectures and both computation and communication components have been pre-designed. As a result, the design process essentially reduces to exploiting the communication paradigm (P5,P6) and solving the communication and task scheduling problem (P8).
- Next possibility is using firm NoCs, where the communication architecture is already pre-designed but the designer can choose how to embed individual IPs onto different tiles which act as placeholders in the architecture. The problems to be solved for customizing these platforms are floorplanning (P4), communication paradigm (P5,P6), application mapping (P7).
- Finally, the last alternative of having soft NoC platforms offers the maximum flexibility for customization. The designer has the freedom of customizing topology (P1), network channels (P2) and buffer allocation (P3), as well as addressing the problems (P4-P8), similar to previous approaches.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented several major research challenges in the design of NoCs. Rather than simply enumerating relevant prior work, we have provided a discussion for each problem including motivation, formulation, and open research issues. The problems addressed in this work are focused at the architectural-level, while future work can cover the other levels of abstraction using a similar philosophy. Far from being exhaustive, we plan to move the problems addressed in this work to a public repository where researchers can add new problems, solutions or software tools. Such a dynamic companion can transform the ideas of this paper into a valuable tool for NoC research.
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